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THE FIRST NAME IN AQUATICS
ADG is the premier manufacturer and supplier of 
innovative, revenue generating equipment systems 
developed specifically for aquatic facilities. ADG’s 
roots began in the commercial pool business over 
50 years ago and we’ve been setting the standard 
in technological advances and quality ever since. 

UNLIMITED POOLTENTIAL
Understanding that every aquatic facility has 
unique usage needs and settings, we offer a 
range of products that provide longevity and flexi-
bility particular to your aquatic desires. Our systems 
build versatility into your pool that offer increased 
programming options for revenue generating 
opportunities.

POOL DIVIDERS
The versatility to turn your standard swim pool into 
a multi-use facility for training, lessons, com-
petition and more. ADG offers a complete line 
of horizontal and vertical bulkheads featuring a 
flow-through design and stainless steel structure for 
ease of mobility and durability. 

MOVABLE FLOORS
Multi-functional programmable pools offer unlim-
ited possibilities. Expand the range of your aquatic 
programming all day, every day with just a touch 
of a button. Learn-to-swim programs, physical 
therapy, competitive swimming and diving, all in 
the same morning, in the same pool.

DIVE INTO SERVICE
ADG’s technical support staff works 24/7 to
answer your calls. Our expertise in all aspects
of commercial pool equipment and wave
technologies allows us to assist all levels of
aquatic needs, from pressure and vacuum
filtration systems, to stainless steel gutters and
bulkheads, to wave generation.

Dive in for fun and function. ADG brings over half a century 
of aquatic expertise and service to your facility.

OVER
4,000
Public, scholastic, 
collegiate, institutional 
and recreational 
facilities worldwide 
using ADG equipment

Movable floors
Bulkheads
Filters
Sparger systems
Wave Generation

50
Years in the aquatic 
industry, providing 
commercial pool 
equipment & 
technologies

Expert technicians 
available when you 
need them

Flexible programming 
products and design 
options to drive revenue

aquaticgroup.com

1.518.783.0038
P.O. Box 648
13 Green Mountain Drive
Cohoes, NY 12047


